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S H I R BUR N I A N.

No. CCCLXXXI. DECEMBER,1929.

EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXV.

SCHOOL gives us two pleasures more tangible than the
rest, I mean the pleasure of going home and the pleasure

of coming back: indeed, the true value of going away is that
we are able to return.

Yet we are more ready to admit the pleasure of going home
for the holidays. After ten weeks of the school term we
burn to break the monotone with a great shout, to shake off
the trivial dust from our feet, to be" free;" and it is only
when we have taken this wide way we remember the best
of school, and, remembering, long to return.

The longing for the holidays comes at the end of every
term, but more acutely, perhaps, at the end of this term, to
some of us because the holidays bring a season of dances and
theatre,going, to some too, because they bring a season of
simplicity and universal holiday. It is, I think, the univer,
sality of the holiday that appeals most. For at other times
the holidays invite us at school to put books and pens on the
shelf, even football boots and cricket bats, and to reali2;e that
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there are other things to live for in addition to Greek Syntax,
quadratic equations, packing tight and collaring low. But
at this season the Spirit of Holiday is everywhere abroad and
calls to millions to lay aside their accustomed toil and to open
their eyes and look about them. It is the self-same call that
Angus Og and the laughing people of the sea sang to the
lovers of gaiety and peace, long defrauded.

"Come to us, ye who do not know where ye are-ye who
live among strangers in the houses of dismay and self
righteousness. Poor awkward ones! How bewildered and
bedevilled ye go! Come to us, ye lovers of life and happiness.
Hold out thy hand-a brother shall seize it from afar. Leave
the plough and the cart for a little time; put aside the needle
and the awl-Is leather thy brother 0 man? ..... Come
away! come away! from the loom and the desk, from the
shop where the carcasses are hung, from the place where
raiment is sold and the place where it is sewn in darkness:
o bad treachery! Is it for ioy you sit in the broker's den,
thou pale man? Has the attorney enchanted thee? .
Come away! for the dance has begun lightly, the wind is
sounding over the hill, the sun laughs down into the valley,
and the sea leaps upon the shingle, panting for joy, dancing,
dancing, dancing for joy "

That is the magical call of the Spirit of Holiday to all the
world, a call that cannot be resisted.

We regret that in our last number we stated in the Table
of Swimming Tests that there were three" muds" in
Elderton's, This :;;hou!d be cQrreC1;ed to three "non-bathers,"
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VALETE.
[AccidentIyomitted in last number.]

i93

L. L. W. BAMBER-Shell.

SCHOOL NEWS.

An informal entertainment was given by Mr. Picton, Mr.
House and Mr. Gourlay on Saturday, 30th November.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with their
School Colours :-

1ST XV.
Nov. 18 G. V. Martin

]. H. Bowman
Nov.25 C. H. S. Ridout

C. N. Thurstan
Dec. 1 P. H. D. Panton

C. H. S. Blllndell
]. C. Rotton

2ND XV.
Oct. 28 C. N. Thllrstan

R. C. S. Dick
C. S. Blundell

Nov. 3 ]. C. Rotton
]. F. B. Carey
W. B. C. Campbell
E. L. P. Wardlaw
N. W. Wells
H. W. O. Walker

Nov. 14 G. D. Lean
]. N. P. Bennett

Nov. 24 C. W. Lyle
E.]. H. Lang
W. E. H. Grayburn
J. N. Baines
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Dec. 4 D. S. G. Butterfield
F. W. Fegen
]. W. Setten
]. H. C. l\owe
R. B. W. Williams

COLTS' BADGES.

Nov. 3 Walker tert.
Greene
Warne
Fox tert.
Robinson

O.S. NEWS.

[DECEMBER,

Congratulations to :-
]. A. Tallent (0) on gaining his blue in the Cambridge XV.
F. W. Horan Ca) on being chosen to run for Cambridge III

the four miles.
A. M. Emmet (a) on rowing in the Oxford trial eights.
]. H. Kendall (c) on playing in the Surrey XV against

Middlesex.

The Oxford O.S. Society has been reconstituted after a lapse
of several years. Mr. N owell Smith has been elected President,
and A. C. M. Cornish-Bowden (Exeter) Secretary for the
coming year.

K. D. Findeison (Corpus) was manager for the O.U. Operatic
Society's very successful performance of" The Bartered Bride"
this term.

MARRIAGE.

The marriage took place on the 18th September of Miss
Helen Nowell-Smith and Frank Humphry Wright (b, 1920-25).
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~bituar)].

MAURICE FITZGERALD KECK HUGHES, born July 12th,
1904. Came to Sherborne (Ross') in September, 1918, and
was here for four years before going up to Jesus College,
Cambridge. To many athletic gifts he added a cheerfulness
and courage and kindliness that won him many friends.
Independent and adventurous, enthusiastic in all he took up
and generous to a degree, he enjoyed his twenty-five years of
vigorous life to the full. Skating at St. Moritz, skiing at
Grindelwald, or playing footbaIl at Sherborne, he was in his
element; and as a forward in the School XV he was "always
there," and this perhaps was typical of his attitude in the
larger game of life.

His end was sudden and tragic. He feIl off a girder in a
big engineering works and was killed instantaneously. To
him a sick-bed death would have been intolerable. He brought
to life an irresistible spirit, and it was a merciful act of Provi
dence that saved him from any lingering iIIness. His kindness
of heart and his gay spirit will be remembered by all his friends.

SIR CHARLES MONRO. \Ve regret to announce the death
of Sir Charles Momo at his home in Eaton Square, London,
after a short illness, on December 7th. Born in 1870, he passed
through School House. He served in the South African \Var,
and his name is especiaIly connected with Gallipoli. He was
Commander-in-chief in India, 1916·20, and also commanded
in Ireland and South Africa. He was, until recently, Governor
General of Gibraltar.

OXFORD O.S. LETTER.

There are nearly fifty O.SS. up at Oxford this year, but
there is stiIl no Oxford O.S. Society. Progress is, however,
being made towards its formation, and there is now an official
tie. The good work is being done by A. J. M. Harris and
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S. H. Nowell-Smith, to whom our sincere thanks are due.
The need of such a Socidy is particularly felt by the writer,
who has no list to consult, and who is therefore liable to make
omissions (particularly of initials) and mistakes. However,
so long as he does not designate some prominent member of
the House as a member of Keble, he will perhaps be forgiven.

The names are arranged beneath by houses, thereby saving
the reader perusing the whole letter. But it may first be of
interest to see how the numbers are divided between the
Colleges. New College comes an easy first with ten O.SS.,
Exeter second with five; the House, B.N.C. and \Vorcester
claim four each; Oriel, Balliol and University, three; Wadham,
Corpus and Merton, two; Trinity, St. John's and Hel tford,
one each. Magdalene is the largest College in which we are
not r~presented.

To turn to houses:
(a) Former members of School House are numerous.

A. M. Emmett was in University's second coxless four, which
beat their first, and got into the finals; h" is now rowing in the
Trial Eights. Cornish-13owden is in Exeter's "clinker" four;
Cope is another member of Exeter. Birch and O. D. Holt are
at Merton; the latter organised a concert for the local prison,
and is fonder of Jane Austen than ever. Two of the Mr. Greens
are still at B.N.C. Tyldesley-Jones and Keane are, for all their
modesty, conspicuous members of Christ Church; A. C. A.
Wright has had the very bad luck to have had his first term ruined
by illness. Barker, of Worcester, at 11.15 p.m. addressed the
Union for seven minutes on the subject of Empire Free Trade.
R. 1. Beattie and W. R. Trotter are at New College; the
former had a freshmen's hockey trial, the latter looks very wise
(perhaps he is). Of Hutton of Balliol I know nothing except
that he has eccentric ideas on how to tie a tie properly. Of
Townshend (Wadham) and Sahebzada (Ballio!) I know still
less.

(b) R. G. Kreyer plays rugger for Univ., and then has
tea at Elliston and Cavell's. D. A. Hodgkinson plays hockey
for B.N.C. C. M. King (Exeter) buys books and sings; he is
often to be seen with P. R. T. Wright (Trinity). J. C. Cunning
ham (Oriel) rows; when I last saw him he had to be very
careful to arrange cushions before sitting down.

(c) G. D. Humphreys-Davies plays rugger and hockey for
New Colles-e; he will doubtless e-et a first in Honour Mods.
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Martin was in St. John's coxless four; R. H. Kendall plays
rugger (I think) for University; A. E. S. Charles (Worcester)
got a freshmen's rugger trial; Bax (Hertford) is increasing his
wisdom and reducing his handicap.

(d) J. A. Greig (Worcester) hopes to finish Pass. Mods. this,
his fourth term; Sandall is also at Worcester. J. de R. Kent
of B.N.C. got into a Trial eight. E. S. Cooper (Exeter) has
a very small room with unpapered brick walls. P. E. M. Shaw
and J. E. Hornsby are at New College; Shaw plays rugger
and hockey, Hornsby has been seen playing hockey. Both
attend political meetings, but of different parties.

(j) K. E. Boome is also at New College, and had a fresh
men's hockey trial. Harrison is at Exeter.

(g) R. Eglington and A. F. Becher are important men at
New College. Becher is distinguished at tennis and golf; he
reduced Eglington's handicap from 36 to 16 in the college
tournament, and thus prevented a fresh athletic triumph.
N. R. Seddon plays hockey for Ballio]; P. S. Stephens repre
sented Oriel in the relays.

(h) A. J. M. Harris (Christ Church) and S. H. Nowell
Smith (New College) have been mentioned. \Ve were pleased
to see Nowell-Smith return at all, after hearing that the doctor
would not permit it. Findeisen and South are at Corpus;
Findeisen is producing "The Bartered Bride," an opera that is
being performed for the first time in England. Ma vnard is at
\Vadham, and Dawson-Grove at Oriel.

Lastly, but most important by far, Mr. and Mrs. Nowell
Smith now have a house on the Banbury road. They are still
the Mr. and Mrs. N owell-Smith that we knew, and there is not
a higher compliment.

SHERBORNE HOUSE.

It may (and 1 hope it will) interest members of the School
to hear that the repairs to Sherborne House, the Headquarters
of the Cadet Corps and Club, and Hostel for Shirburnians, old
and young, are nearly completed. We hope to welcome a
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large and enthusiastic party of present and past Shirburnians
at the Hostel on the occasion of the Annual Entertainment on
Saturday, 4th January, at 7 p.m.

I feel sure that if members of the School, who may be shortly
leaving Sherborne, and living within reach of Southwark,
realized the interesting opportunities for social {or military}
work afforded by the Corps, Club, and Hostel so closely
associated with Sherborne, there will be some who feel drawn
to offer to lend a hand with the work.

Capt. Baker, having found it necessary to live nearer to his
work, has ceased to reside at the Hostel, and one or more new
residents are badly needed.

The Hostel charges sanctioned by the Committee are 3/6 for
bed and breakfast for temporary visitors, and 30/- a week
(including supper) for longer periods and permanent residents.

The main object of the Hostel is to afford facilities to O.S's
{working in London} who are willing to assist in running the
Cadet Corps and Club.

Come and visit the Club on a Monday evening and see what
part of the work you can undertake.

Yours truly,

L. W. BENNETT,
Warden.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Society's first Lecture of the term was given by Mr.
Picton in the Music School on Saturday, November 9th, who
took as his subject "Form and Design in Music."

Mr. Picton described the gradual development of musical
forms from the war cries of primitive man, through folk-songs
to instrumental music. He gave many musical examples of
the various stages of progress, and illustrated Binary and
Ternary Forms by such well-known tunes as "John Peel"
and the "Vicar of Bray." He concluded by analysing a
Beethoven Minuet, and the 2nd movement of the" Moonlight
Sonata," and showed their simple principles of constnlction.
The underlying principle of " Unity and Variety" in all music,
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whether simple folk tunes or complex sonata movements, was
illustrated clearly by analysis, which proved both to be the
logical development of a short two:bar phrase of music.

It is hoped that Mr. Picton will be able to give' another
lecture on this interesting subject, only the fringe of which, he
regretted, he was able to touch in so short a time. The enjoy
ment of music is greatly enhanced by such lecture recitals as
this, which are designed, not for the "high-brow" fraterntiy,
but for the average mortal who likes music which he can
understand, and who wishes to understand it better.

MISS D'ARANYI.

On \iVednesday, November 13th, an enjoyable violin re::ital
was given by Miss Jelly D'Aranyi.

On paper the programme seemed to contain a rather large
proportion of unfamiliar works, but at the end nobody could
fairly deny that all tastes had been catered for and that every
one must have enjoyed some of the items at least.

The recital opened with "La Folia" by Corelli, a series of
pieces following one another as a continuous suite. Typical
Corelli melodies were interspersed with brilliant cadenzas, the
result of this arrangement being lack of form in the work as a
whole. Not even Miss D'Aranyi's faultless playing could
make it sound interesting. One's impression of the work
was that it was showy, but without musical value.

By way of contrast it was very delightful to hear Bach's
beautiful C major sonata. Miss D'Aranyi's interpretation of
of Bach is famous, and her performance on this occasion fully
justified her reputation. The sonata, which is for violin alone,
begins with a lovely slow theme, gradually working up to a
tremendous fugue, which is the climax of the work. A short
Andante then ushers in a boisterous Finale, which makes a
joyous ending to the whole. l\Iiss D'Aranyi's playing of this
very difficult work was admirable throughout. Not a note
sounded dull.

After the interval we heard a little well-known suite by
Stravinsky. To those who only know this composer through
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his piano concerto and similar works of a rather fearsome
character these pieces must have come as a pleasant surprise.
They are ultra-modern in idiom and are sufficiently pyrotechnic
in their exploitation of such tricks of fiddling as artificial
harmonics and tremolando pizzicati to delight the most hardened
Philistine.

Finally, we heard six of Brahm's Hungarian Dances; these
have long been among the most popular works of the master,
probably because they are in a much lighter vein than his
usual somewhat austere style, which is only just beginning to
be generally appreciated. Miss D'Aranyi combined just the
right amount of delicacy and fire in her execution to produce
the greatest effect.

As encores we heard the evergreen" Le Roi s'amuse" and
a Spanish dance by de Falla.

In conclusion we must not forget a word of praise for Mrs.
Hobday whose accompanying, especially in Brahms and
Stravinsky, was excellent.

Programme :-

1. La Folia ...

2. Sonata in C major for Violin
(unaccompanied)

Adagio
Fuga
Andante
Allegro

3. Puccinella Suite

4-. Six Hungarian Dances

DEBATING SOCIETY.

Corelli
(/653-1713)

Bach
(1685-1750)

Stravinsky
(/882- )

Brahms
(/833 - 1897)

The Society held its first meeting on Sunday, November 17th,
after evening chapel, in the History Library. Attendance was
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very poor compared with that at the preliminary meeting of
the Society, only 18 members being present, and only four
Houses being represented.

When Mr. Setten had taken the chair a short space was
allotted (by previous agreement) to the discussion of School
topics. Mr. Lean's admirable and sagacious motion, that
ability to withdraw library books should be open to all members
of the School was carried almost with unanimity (Authorities,
please note).

On the noticeably tardy arrival of the Hon. Proposer and his
Seconder, it was possible to proceed to weightier matters.

The motion was that" In the opinion of this House, India
should be given Dominion Status forthwith."

Hon. Proposer MR. STEPHENS
Hon. Seconder of the Motion .... MR. BAINES
Hon. OPPoser MR. PEPYS
Hon. Seconder of the Opposition MR. SOUTH

MR. STEPHENS proposed the motion in a speech which was
later most admirably described as one that steel ed between the
"Scylla of bombast and the Charybdis of brevity." In fact,
the Hon. Proposer lived up to our expectations of him. After
apreliminary shying at the definition of" Dominion Status," he
referred to Mr. Lloyd George's statement that 95 per cent. of
Indians were quite illiterate. He (the Hon. Proposer) knew
that this fact was going to be used by the Opposition, but
did not consider it any obstacle to Dominion Status. He was
for an Experimental Policy, not applied wholesale, but carried
out gradually, Dominion Status being granted within five years.
The word" forthwith" could be stretched to cover five years.
Passing to the Indian Constitution he anticipated a charge of
ignorance by defying anyone present to have an "intimate
knowledge of the interior of India" (laughter). Yet he did
think that this Constitution was such tbat it could be replaced
by a self-governing Dominion where control was still preserved
by the existence of a British Governor-General. Thus we could
"bamboozle" India into thinking sbe had complete indepen
dence.

Finally, and most effectively, he dealt with the Simon
Commission's attitude to the question of Dominion Status.
Surely, if the Commission disagreed with Lord Irwin's recent
declaration of policy, they would have prevented that declaration.
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Their apparent disapproval was due to their fears that Ghandi and
the agitated masses would take an undesirable advantage of a
premature British statement. After this explanation the Hon.
Proposer cone! uded with the exceptionally daring and specu
lative prediction that the Simon Commission would report
decisively in favour of the granting of Dominion Status.

MR. PEPYS (the Hon. Opposer) began with an apology for
the unprepared nature of his speech. He then proceeded to
put his case vividly and emphatically. Frankly, he said, in
connection with India, he was a Conservative. Equally frankly
he admitted that he would use such facts as the Hon. Proposer
had mentioned. India, he said, was in no sense one race. He
had learnt only that day from the Sunday Pictorial that in the
544 Indian dialects there was no word for" India." He then
compared the conglomerated masses of India with the sober
well-ordered Colonies that so closely resembled England. Where
the Colonies were like a strong flexible tree-trunk, India was
but a weak hothouse exotic.

He next showed that India was not sufficiently mature for
Dominion Status, since four main obstacles existed in the
spheres of education, defence, economics and social conditions.
All these obstacles were well illustrated, the social conditions
being painted vividly and effectively. He concluded by
mentioning evidence that the Simon Commission was"toadying"
to Ghandi and the Indian masses, and that therefore their
advocacy of D9lninion Status, to which the Hon. Proposer had
referred, was not sincere.

MR. BAINES seconded the motion in what might be called an
adjectival deluge rather than a speech. Modestly announcing
that he was no windbag, he confessed that the task of adequately
supporting the wonderful eloquence of the Hon. Proposer filled
him with dismay. There could, he continued, be no doubt that
the motion would be carried after the" brilliant harangue of his
worthy and reverent colleague" (loud laughter). Dealing with
the Hon. Opposer, he said that that honourable gentleman,
usually so eloquent, had limped and stumbled in a "morass of
ignorance," simply owing to the hopelessness of his case.
Lastly, he touched on the courage of Indians in the Great
War.

MR. SOUTH seconded the opposition in, perhaps, the most
lucid and best-delivered speech of the evening. Dealing first
with the Hon. Proposer's suggestion for an IndIan experiment,
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he said that with the present conditions of instability such an
experiment could only end in an explosion, such as had lately
occurred in the labs. (laughter).

He then compared the old order with the new in India; in
the old day the masses of India had been kept quiet by a Civil
Service that really understood them; to-day confusion reigned
everywhere in India, accompanied by agitation and bomb
throwing. The privileged unscrupulous Brahlllins were trying
to justify the" divine right of the majority to govern wrong,"
and spreading their ideas round in lewd vernacualar papers.

The speaker concluded with the story of the Indian taxi
driver who was content with his legal fare, but who would
demand double if given over his legal fare. That typified India
to-day. "If you give them an inch they'll take an ell," he
concluded, "and what an 'ell they'll make of it" (laughter and
some shudders).

The House being thrown open to debate there followed a
somewhat unconvincing exchange of short speeches, mainly
between the Hon. Opposer and Hon. Seconder of the opposition
on the one hand and MR. \VARD and MR. LEAN on the other.
The latter two seem rather to be opposing the opposition than
supporting the motion, against which they finally voted. Mr.
Lean's suggestion for an all-Indian oligarchy seemed the only
lucid idea to emerge from the general debate, which ended in a
bout of particularly unintelligible idiocies between the Hon.
Opposer and 1\1r. Lean. l\1[~. \VOODHA~l also s!Joke.

The Hon. Proposer, summing up briefly, dealt with the
Opposition. He said they had stated their ideas and then
reiterated them. Reiteration was not support (laughter). He
finally pointed out that nobody had opposed the nlotion except
the official opposition. The tide, then, was in favour of the
motion. Let the House follow that tide.

The motion was lost by nine votes to four.

DRA:\lATIC SOCIETY.

On Saturday, November 10th, the Dramatic Society produced
" The Great Adventure," by Arnold Bennett.
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Although several of the parts were acted quite well indi
vidually, the whole did not strike the audience as very good.
It seemed a little crude: for instance, although" rhubarb" may
be an excellent word to shout when representing a confused
noise, it is a trifle comic, to say the least, when the sound of this
plant reaches the listeners ear in all distinctness; and when,
through failure of his partner to enter, a character cuts short an
artificial yawn, goes to the door, pokes his head through and
audibly asks questions, people naturally laugh when they are
not meant so to do. But, however much trouble actors and
producers take, it is obviously difficult to make two plays a
term a success. Surely it would be more satisfactory if the
Society acted one play only every term, and acted this on
exactly the same lines as the annual Shakespeare play. For
the School can hardly be expected to prove a good audience to
to a second-rate performance such as this proved to be.

Individual praise is due to M. J. T. Stephens, who took the
part of Ilam Carve, and to J. P. Grieg, who looked his part and
was well audible; P. \Y. Mead, as Ebag, made an excellent
Jew, and H. \iV. \Yells a good American, as he always does.
T. \iV. South acted the part of Mrs. Cannot very well, though
perhaps a trifle masculine in voice and figure!

PANEGYRIC.

Dark pupils set in a sea of blue,
Or rather lake (its smooth)
Ears of a painful scarlet hue
And a pitiful plaintive mouth
Hair like a lamb's rough coat of wool
Moustache like a moulting brush
Nose that is indescribable-
A face that cannot crush-
He says just all that he ought to say,
He's nothing he ought to be,
He's just a poor weak surplus ass!
Ris name? Why, don't ask me!
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THE EFFICIENT MANNER.

205

The term was over: I had already seen two crowded trains
leave the platform, and now it was my turn to go. The train
came in; there was a grinding of brakes; there was a rush-
and I found myself in a corner seat opposite Manfred of all
people.

I glanced out of the window, and, pretending to see a friend
on the platform, I was just going to try my luck in another
compartment when there was a jerh and we were off.

Well, I was lucky to have a corner seat, anyway, but wasn't
it just my luck to have to travel up to Salisbury with Manfred?

I stole a glance at him. Yes, of course, he would have two
daily papers and a monthly magazine! Trust him to remember
everything. He always was just a little bit too efficient-and
he showed it. Yes, that was it. I always wondered what there
was about him that gave me-yes, that was it! He did
everything just right, and he made sure that everyone else
knew he did. That was]. B. Manfred for you. "]oscelin,"
wasn't he? I wonder what the "B" stood for? Bother
Milborne Port. As if I didn't know it was Milborne Port! I
wish it wasn't so hot though .

* *
I was on a walking tour with Manfred, and we were crossing

Salisbury Plain. We had already walked 352 miles. lVIanfred
ticked off each milestone in his diary as we passed tt, and
between whiles he would read out" interesting selections"
from Ovid, "to keep us in good form for next term." As I
walked I closed my eyes in useless protest against this
abominable" shop," and what should I do but twist my ankle
in a ditch? l\lanfred knew all about it.

" l\Iassage the affected part with the hand, and then hold it
under a cold tap," he quoted. I massaged it all right, but my
ingenuity fell short of a tap. Manfred, however, was quite
equal to the occasion. He produced an enormous water-bottle
from his knapsack and began to pour water on my ankle.

" That will be alright again before we have gone half a mile,"
he said. I thought I knew better, but it is no use arguing with
a fellow like Manfred. However, he was right. My ankle
recovered. It would.
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Then the sole of my shoe came off. In half an hour,
Manfred had that mended. He Cllt a strip of wood from a
tree, produced some nails from his pocket, and nailed it on.
It began to rain, but Manfred was undaunted. He soon built
a hut of twigs and branches fro:n the hedge. I began to get
jealous. Manfred could do anything and everything, and I
nothing. Whenever anything was wanted he would produce
it from his pocket or knapsack; writing materials, telegram
forms, railway timetables, nails, food, knife, matches, tobacco,
everything. I grew desperate, Would nothing defeat him?
Ah! I had it.

I borrowed his knife, and while he crept out from the shelter
to "observe the clouds," I opened an artery in my wrist.

I loosed a yell of victory. "I have won at last! Nothing,
no one, not even you can save me now!" I cried, and subsided
in my death agony, with a slight pain in my wrist, as Manfred
ran to my side. . • . ..

"Sal'sb'ry," sang the porters: and I picked up my handbag,
conscious of cramp in my right arm.

IMMORTALITY.

I live for ever. Novelty is gone;
now I am left with nought but deadly pain
the pain of ever seeing foolish men
love foolishness; of seeing petty hate
and all the false ineptitude of war,
and talk of peace when peace can never be.
All men on earth are blind, and most are vain,
and none are wise, few happy; but the young,
not knowing all this dull stupidity,
seek LIfe and long to find it. So they shall.
Old men have seen the ruin of their hopes,
schemes unaccomplished, noble deeds undone
they have found Life, and having seen enough,
they long to die, to leave this ignorant world,
this vain, unfeeling, sodl~ss herd of fools.
J3\1t I <;:~Iln9t die,
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DISSIMILARITY.

" Mush, mush," said the Cow,
" This Slush
Is mighty good."
Yes, but would
An ordinary man think the same?
"Well, well," says the sinner,
" That ' Hell '
Can't be so bad!"
But it would be mad
For an ordinary man to think the same.

" Erk, Erk," says the ant,
" All work
Is simply great."
But I should hate
An ordinary man to think the same.

PERHAPS.

207

Once upon a time there was a very bad king who lived in
Winchester; and he used to have high jinks in his palace
every night, when he ought to have been in bed. But one
day a clergyman came up and converted him, and the King
was so pleased that he decided to go as a pilgrim to Glastonbury.
So he got up early next morning, put some peas in his boots,
and started off. Well, he rather enjoyed it at first, because
he drank a lot of cider, and made a lot of friends, and got lifts
in carts; and he slept in barns and ate cider-apples. But in
a few days he began to get awfully stiff, and the peas got all
mushy and uncomfortable, so by the time he came to the
monastry town of Scireburn, his temper was a little short.

\Vell, he went into an inn called" The Green" and asked
for a glass of cider and a cheese sp.ack, but the landlord said
"No, it's not opening-time yet, you'd better try the monastery."
So the King swore like a trooper and went down to the
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monastery: but the monks there didn't like the look of him,
so they said: "No, it's after closing-time; but you'll find some
water in the Conduit. So he swore again and drank from
the Conduit.

Then he went on to Glastonbury, and was quite converted
by a week there; so he swore a great oath, that he would never
swear again. So then he went into the market place and told
everyone he was King; and they were all very kind and gave
him a waggon to go home in, and the Abbott lent him a spare
crown to wear.

\Vell, he started back in the waggon, and soon he came to
Scireburn again; and he was dreadfully annoyed, because he
remembered how they had treated him before. So he said:
" I'm going to have a last swear before I'm good for ever.
May this town of Scireburn be for ever accursed in its streets,
inns, drains, footpaths and everything else, by rain, smoke,
pestilence and scandal! "

And it was.

HAT.

I am a grey squash hat with a black band; a respectable sort
of hat, and nobody could call me flashy, lance lived a quiet
life with many friends in a nice warm shop-drawer. But some
times my friends were taken out into a glaring light and put on
heads. Now some heads, as you know, are cool, some bushy,
some moist and some bald; but the bald ones are worst, because
they tickle so.

Then one day I too left the drawer. Dazzled by the glare I
was taken up and jammed roughly on to a head-a bald head!

Since then, my adventures would fill a book; I was quite
happy though, once I got used to the glare, for I am an adven
turous sort of hat. And the tickling was not so bad after a bit.
And I have seen the world! The very first day of my new life
I was shown to all sorts of people; but the worst part was when
I was taken into a big common-room, where everyone looked at
me. I felt awfully bashful and wanted to go red; but how could I?

After about five years of this life I began to get bored, and
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longed for another roll across the Upper, or some such excite
ment: and it soon came.

For one day, while my owner was coaching ~mall boys at
"nigger," I was taken off and hurled on the ground, and before
you could say" Jack Robinson" two whole scrimmages had
passed over me. And only a few days afterwards I was watching
a match, when I was again hurled on the ground; but this time
I was stamped on by one great angry pair of boots! Oh, it's a
great life, mine is. I think 1 may now claim to be called "A
Sporting Hat." •

But very soon the road-sweeper will have me.

HOUSE SHOOTING COMPETITION.

EMPIRE TEST.

Last year's
average
79·1
72·2
81·1
63·3
69·3
74·4
72·5

House
School House
Ross'
O'Hanlon's
Elderton's
Parry-Jones'
Brown's
Macfarlane-Grieves

The results of the House Shooting Competition were
particularly satisfactory and the averages, on the whole, were
far higher than in former years.

The scores are given below with last year's averages for
comparison. Both are out of a possible 120.

This year's
average
85·1
81 ·4
77·2
75·7
75·4
74·9
74·4

Order
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Cup for the Highest Individual Score was won for the
School House by W. P. Bush with a score of 119, and the
Pewter Mug for the "Runner-up" was won for Elderton's
by Walker iv with a score of 117.

A " side by side" match was fired against a team, captained
by Lieutenant of :l\Iarines T. P. Homor (OS), of H.ilLS.
Nelson. The match resulted in a win for the School by 32
points. The result was as follows:
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SCHOOL

W. P. Bush
A. P. C. Webster
Lassen
Rowe
Walker quart.
Wardlaw
Kay
Goodden ma.

J\Iax. 100
100
96
88
72
91
90
89
83

709

H.M.S. NELSON Max. 100
Lieut. T. P. Homor 94
Petty Officer Butcher 76
Sergt.-Major Barker 89
Yeo. Sig. Fox 79
Ldg. Seaman Miller 86
Ldg. Seaman Bond 70
Ordinary Seaman Vincent 89
Able Seaman Fairburn 94

677

SHERBORNE PILGRIMS.

.The annual match with the Old Haileyburians will be on
January 13th at Teddington, at 2.30 p.m.

FOOTBALL.

JUNIORS.

First Rot/nd.
Brown's, 9; 1\Tacfarlane-Grieve's, 3.
Ross', 23; Elderton's, O.

Second Round.
Parry-Jones', 21 ; Brown's, 3.
I\oss', 3; O'Hanlon's, O.

Third Round.
Parry-Jones', 21; I\oss', 10.

This left Brown's and I\oss' equal for the second place. A
challenge round was played in which Brown's beat Ross' 3-0.
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THE TWO-COCK.

Played on the Lower on Thursday, December 5th; the
ground was very soft.

The House kicked off against the wind, playing towards
Yeovil. A long kick by Candler soon look the School into the
House twenty-five, but in the early scrums the House got most
of the ball. Their backs, however, could do little with it, too
many passes being taken standing still, and the Scbool pressed
continuously. After about ten minutes a free kick was given
for offside against the House and Candler placed a goal (3-0).
Soon after Moyle cut through and, although he was checked,
the ball went out to Robinson, who ~cored at the corner. The
kick failed (6-0). After this the House improved, their
forwards doing good work in the loose. Play was in mid-field
for some time and both sets of backs had several passing runs
without making much headway. The School then attacked
again strongly, and Hannay broke away on the blind side and
got through rather too easily to score a try far out. This was
converted (11- 0). By this time the Scbool pack had definitely
got the upper hand, and their backs several times looked
dangerous. The House tackled keenly, but were driven back
on their oIVn line. Just before half-time Moyle got over for an
unconverted try. Half-time (14-0).

On resuming the School attacked immediately. The House
forwards cleared their line with a good rush to mid-field, but
the School were soon back; and Candler worked the blind side
neatly before passing in to Ridout who scored, the kick failing
(17-0). The House now put in a great effort and attacked
for over five minutes. Their backs, however, were not good
enough to beat the defence. The School attacked in turn and
Laws scored far out on tbe left. The try was not converted
(20-0). The House took play down to the other end and
pressed for some time, but could not score. The School
forwards rushed the ball 10 mid-field, and from the subsequent
attack Candler cut through and scored (23-0). The House
made a final effort to score but, picking up a loose pass, Robinson
got away from his own half of tbe field and scored anotber try
for the School. Tbis was converted (28-0). Time was
called soon afterwards.

The School side was clearly the better in all departments.
The greasy ball made handling difficult, and this largely
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accounted for the mislakes made by both sets of backs, but the
School always looked more dangerous. The House were
constantly out of position and though they tackled pluckily,
often showed gaps in their defence. The House forwards put
up a good losing fight against a pack which was heavier, and
played really well throughout the game.

School House- Jaeob; Edwards, M. C. Goodden, Smyly,
Hunt; Mossman, Innes; Johnson, King-Church, Bush,\Valker
tert., Seott, Wiley, Couehman, Wright.

School- V'lard: Robinson, Moyle, Freyburg, Laws mi.;
Candler, Hannay; A. L. Date, Ridout, Messer, Maeaskill,
Paterson, Manning, Oxley, Jeudwine ma.

THE SCHOOL V. TONBRIDGE SCHOOL.

This match was played on the Upper on Saturday, November
2nd, and after a most exciting game, resulted in a draw of
11 points all.

The School started with a strong forward rush, but Tonbridge
retaliated with some good passing: one of their three-quarters,
however, kicked too far ahead, and Rattan touched down.
Tonbridge continued to press until Carey broke away from the
base of the scrum to bring relief. A good rush by the School
forwards was well stopped by the Tonbridge full-back, who
found touch with a good kick. Alexander took advantage
of a bad pass by a Tonbridge three-quarter and dribbled up to
their full back, whom he tackled well. Tonbridge, however,
gained possession from the loose, and an attack on the right
looked dangerous. Alexander was again prominent with a
good dribble and collar, while Mallock several times broke
away from the line out and made ground by kicking. Rattan
ended a bout of passing by the Tonbridge backs by a good
collar of the left wing three-quarter, and soon afterwards made
another good save. A strong forward rush by Tonbridge led
up to a try by one of the Tonbridge centres, which was con
verted (0-5). Weak tackling by the School enabled
Tonbridge to attack again and their left-wing scored a try
which was not converted, the kick striking one of the uprights
(0-8). Half-time came soon afterwards.
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The first incident after the interval was a good kick by
Alexander from a free kick. Soon afterwards Mermagen was
nearly in with a good dribble, but the ball went into touch-in
goal. A good opening by Carey enabled Mermagen to score
in the corner with a sharp dash, the kick failing (3-8).
Tonbridge attacked strongly their right wing being prominent.
A good kick by Dick brought partial relief and then the School
forwards headed by Abell and Bowman made a fine rush
from which Carey broke through well to score under the posts.
Mermagen converted (8--8). Tonbridge were soon attacking
again. Their left wing made ground with a good run and soon
afterwards weak tackling enabled their right wing to score
far out, the kick failing (8--11). The School forwards quickly
took play to the Tonbridge line with a fine rush and Carey
picked up and dived over the line: the kick failed (11-11).
From this point to the end the School did most of the attacking
though Tonbridge made several dangerous attacks. Ferguson
made a good dash but was pushed into touch. The Tonbridge
full-back made several clever saves. The School were unable
to score again, the game thus ending in a draw of 11 points all.

School-Rotton; P. H. F. Mermagen, C. N. Thurstan,
D. H. D. Alexander, K. F. Ferguson; R. C. S. Dick, L. M.
Carey; C. C. Hanrott, C. Abell, C. C. Mallock, C. H. S. Ridout,
G. V. Martin, P. H. D. Panton, J. H. Bowman, C. S. Blundell.

SCHOOL V. RADLEY.

A game of most disappointing football was played at Radley,
but the statement must not be taken for a moment as detracting
from our opponents victory. All credit is due to them for
taking advantage of the situation presented and driving it
home. In the first ten minutes the School looked like winning
very easily. The forwards started well and a couple of really
good tries saw the outsides in good form. These together with
a penalty goal finely kicked by l\Iermagen gave us, in answer
to a try by Radley, a most convincing superiority-for a
moment. But directly the game became ragged the forwards
lost their control and never regained it. In the second half
Radley were incessantly on the attack and only good tackling
kept them from making a big score. The School outsides
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hardly touched the ball this half; and when they did, it was
only to prove that the exchange of Dick and Alexander was
not to be an immediate success.

A couple of free kicks to the School (followed by five others
subsequently) gave us some advantage and Carey cut through
enabling Ferguson to reach the line, where he knocked on.
The latter then did a useful kick ahead and again nearly scored.
Then Mermagen kicked a good penalty goal (3-0). Vestey,
a fast and heavy wing, eluded ]VIermagen and Rotton and scored
for Radley (3-3). A good cut through by Carey was
nullified by his failure to pass. Ferguson scored from a good
movement initiated by Martin and Abell (6-3). The next
try was a beautiful one in which all the outsides shared (11-3).
Rotton stopped a dangerous attack by Radley and Ferguson
showed great speed when he again all but scored.

After half time the forwards got the ball twice, but the
heeling was too slow. In any case handling and kicking on
both sides were very poor, and the game degenerated markedly,
the School having lost all their vitality, or so it appeared.
An unfortunate error by Dick let Radley in (11-8) and thus
they scored again on the blind side (11-13). Rotton was
very fair, but inclined to take the ball half-volley. Lyle played
well, and he and Mermagen took play to the Radley line, but
we could not score. The School attacked at the end, but
could not drive it home.

The School forwards had their worst day for a long time and
the outsides could not cope with the situation though in
dividually some did fairly well. The team in short failed.

We congratulate Radley on their first victory over us.
They played with dash and enthusiasm and they rose to the
occasion while we did not. We hope for a hard game here
next year.

School-Rotton; P. H. F. Mermagen, D. H. D. Alexander,
Lyle, K. F. Ferguson; R. C. S. Dick, L. M. Carey; C. L.
Hanrott, C. Abell, C. C. Nlallock, C. H. S. Ridout, G. V. Martin.
J. H. Bowman, P. H. D. Panton, C. J. Blundell.
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SCHOOL V. RICHMOND A.

21 5

The School won the toss and played towards Sherborne with
a strong wind behind them. Heavy rain in the morning had
made the ground very soft, and a forward game was to be
expected.

The School at once pressed, but Richmond marked keenly.
A good passing movement by Mallock, Panton, and other
forwards took the ball to the Richmond line, and Thurstan
slipped over-Mermagen missed an easy kick (3-0).

The forwards rushed half the length of the field in excellent
style and Ferguson, fielding a kick which everyone thought
would reach touch, might well have scored had he run straight
instead of corkscrewing. The School still pressed, and Mer
magen would have been over, had he been able to gather an
awkward rolling ball.

Richmond broke away at last, and scored by strong running.
They converted to lead (5-3). A run and kick by Thurstan
nearly led to a score; F erguson got the ball from a passing
movement, and scored with a neat punt ahead. Mermagen
kicked a good goal (8-5). Again the forwards rushed well,
and several outsides came near to scoring.

The School started the second half strongly. Panton
dribbled well and the outsides missed a good chance ten yards
from the line, when they failed to get the ball out to the wing
quickly. From this point Richmond controlled the game,
with the help of the wind. Rotton brought off a fine tackle
to save a certain try. Despite good defence, Richmond
pressed hard and drew level with a fine penalty goal at 40
yards range. They just failed to repeat this soon afterwards.
Only once more did the School get into the Richmond half;
they did well to resist a series of assaults by a much heavier
side. Result (8-8).

A draw was the right result; the side with the wind behind
them always had the upper hand. All the forwards played
splendidly together against a heavier pack. The passing of the
outsides was far better than in any previous game this year.
Considering the greasy ball, it was really good. They were
sometimes caught with the ball, through not thinking quickly
enough. Carey was quite subdued by some very keen winging.
Alexander was as plucky as ever in defence.
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School-J. C. Rotton; P. H. F. Mermagen, C. N. Thurstan,
Lang, K. F. Ferguson, D. H. D. Alexander, 1. M. Carey;
C. C. Hanrott, C. Abell, C. H. S. Ridout, C. C. Mallock, J. H.
Bowman, P. H. D. Panton, C. S. Blundell, G. D. Lean.

SCHOOL V. DULWICH.

Played on the Upper and won by the School (11-8). School
started playing away from Sherborne, and almost immediately
took the ball to the Dulwich "25." After ten minutes Blundell
went over from a forward rush, Mermagen converting (5-D).
After the kick off, the School forwards took the ball to their
" 25" again, and the outsides. nearly scored again. But
Dulwich who were playing seven forwards and eight outsides
began to settle down and Gray, their left wing, scored a good
try which was converted (5-5). For the rest of the first half
the Dulwich outsides attacked incessantly, but the School
defence never broke down and the scores were equal at half
time. After the interval Dulwich again attacked, but were
kept from scoring by the fine tackling of the School outsides.
The School forwards then began to get the better of the
Dulwich pack, and went into their "25," where their back
failed to find touch, the ball was well taken by Lyle, who passed
to Thurstan and then on to Mermagen who scored a good try
(8-5). Ten minutes later Thurstan kicked ahead, and
Ferguson gathering well scored again (11-5). After the School
had nearly scored again, Dulwich started attacking and
Edwards went over from a forward rush (11-8). They
attacked hard for the last five minutes, but" No Side" came
with no further score. Admittedly the School forwards were
beaten, but Abell played a fine game. The outsides were very
safe and the tackling all round splendid. However, Frankford
was a constant danger for Dulwich, and had their outsides
passed better and had more initiative the result might have
been reversed. Suffice it to say it was a victory due to the
determination of the whole side.

School-J. C. Rotton; P. H. L. Mermagen, C. N. Thurstan,
D. H. D. Alexander, K. F. Ferguson; C. W. Lyle, L. M. Carey ;
C. C. Hanrott, C. Abell, C. C. Mallock, C. H. S. Ridout, P. H.
D, Panton, E. S. Bhmdell, H. W. O. Walker, C. D, Lea,n.
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SCHOOL 'V. CLIFTON CLUB.

Played on Saturday, December 7th.

The School won the toss and played towards Sherborne,
with the help of a wind which lost some of its force during the
game. Considering the recent weather the ground was in good
condition.

The first half was scrambling and devoid of incident; Hanrott
and Abell once came near to scoring, following a kick ahead, and
Gomez broke through but was overtaken. Just on half-time
l\Iermagen took a penalty place kick from near the half-way
line, and had bad lucl, to hit the crossbar with a fine kick. The
School had most of the play, but quite failed to make use of
the wind by kicking; there were only (wo profitable kicks
to touch during this half-frequently the ball went straight
down the field into the opposite back's grateful hands.

Play was somewhat better in the second half. Corpe forced
his way over for White to convert (O~· 5). The School nearly
drew level when Rotton fielded the ball in his stride and passed
to Mermagen, who;;e clever run nearly tool, him over. Panton,
Lean and l\1allock then took the ball to the Clifton line by
excellent passing; Clifton again touched down. Clifton then
pressed; l\1ermagen relieved with a good kick; Carey slipped
away, and passed out. Again the School just failed to score.
In the last ten minutes Clifton scored twice more, through Fitz
Henry and Newsome-the latter a really good try after clever
passing. White made fine efforts to convert; the former
succeeded, the latter bounced off the upright. Score, 0-13.

It was the least interesting game this season. Both sides
showed weakness in the centre, where there was no dash.
Clifton forwal ds were very quick on the ball, and generally got
it in the tight scrum. Carey passed the ball out well, and Lyle
held his passes. l\Iermagen played soundly throughout. Abell
and Mallock were magnificent.

School-J. C. Rotton; P. H. F. l\Iermagen, P. S. Gomez,
C. N. Thurstan, K. F. Ferguson; C. \V. Lyle, J. F. B. Carey:
C. C. Hanrott, C. Abell, C. C. l\IallocJ.-, C. H. S. Ridout,
p. H, D, Panton, C. S, B1undell, H. VV. O. \Valker, G. D. Lean.
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2ND XV MATCHES.

[DEDEMBER,

2ND XV. V. DOWNSIDE (away).

A rather disappointing game resulted in a win for Downside
by four tries to two.

In the first half the School started off in a way that suggested
that they would win quite easily, and, after a few minutes,
some good passing in which \Villiams was particularly quick
resulted in a try by Bennett far out; this was not converted.
After this the passing became very ragged and Downside
got on the attack. Fumbling by Hughes and bad passing by
Lyle lost much ground, and eventually Downside scored from
a grovel near the line.

Before the end of the half the home side got two more tries;
the School got sluggish and looked a beaten side. At half time
the score was (9-3).

Playing up the hill in the second half the school improved
greatly, and it was not long before Butterfield appeared to
score, but was judged to have been tackled short of the line.
A few minutes later Williams dribbled through and seemed
certain to score when he fell over.

For a time this was the end of the School effort, and Down
side made the running for about ten minutes, at the end of which
time their left wing slipped Butterfield's tackle and scored
behind the post; the kick at goal was a pitiful one along the
ground.

The next incident of importance was when Hughes, who was
now playing much better than in the first half, ran through
well and passed to Lean who just won an exciting race for the
line. For some reason not yet revealed Fegan took the ball
right back to the twenty-five line for the kick at goal, which
just swerved outside the post!

This ended the scoring. The game was a great disappoint
ment after the good form recently shown. Carey was missed
at scrum half, though Mead tried very hard. In the first half
both Hughes and Lyle were very shaky, but both improved
later. Of the forwards Wells, Campbell, Walker and Lean
all played excellently, while Baines did many good things.
Wardlaw was not as good as sometimes, though he too improved.
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Both wings tackled well, but Bennett was far too apt to come
into the centre of the ground. Graybum, though slow, was
fairly adequate. As a team the side appeared in the first
half to lack the inspiration necessary to good football, and the
second half revival came to late.

Team-Graybum ; Bennett, Williams, Lyle, Butterfield;
Hughes, Mead; Wells, Campbell, Wardlaw, Walker, Lean,
Baines, Fegen, Rowe.

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON "A"

Unfortunately the first half of this match had to be played on
the Lower during the second half of the very exciting RichmonJ
match which was being played on the Upper. This fact was,
no doubt, partly responsible for the sluggishness of the whole
side up to the interval.

Play was very even, but the School outsides were not giving
their passes well, and they failed to take advantage of what
chances the forwards gave them when the wind was at their
backs. Hogg, who was deputising at three-quarter, was a
little slow at getting on to his man at first, and only very good
tackling by Grayburn prevented the visitors from scoring on
two or three occasions in the first half.

In the event there was no score at all at half-time.
After change of ends, however, the School began with much

more dash, and it was only a few minutes before Butterfield
was able to score in the corner a try which Fegen converted
with a very fine kick.

More faulty passing brought an end to more than one
promising movement among the School backs, and after one
such breakdown one of the visiting half-backs dropped a very
fine goal.

The School were still a point up, however, and we were
beginning to get the upper hand when an error in tactics by
Butterfield let in the opposing wing for an unconverted try.

For the last ten minutes of the game the School forwards
really played exceptionally well-Setten especially being
prominent in many good rushes. Although, however, Bennett
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got away on more than one occasion the heavy ground made
it impossible for him to use his pace to proper effect, and no
side came with no further score.

Had the side played with the same dash in the first half as
they showed in the second this game would have been won,
although the outsides were very much weakened by absentees.
The substitutes all tried hard, but lacked the thrust necessary
to complete their movements.

School :-Grayburn; Butterfield, Hogg, Brown, ]. N. P.
Bennett; Smith, ]. F. B. Carey; E. L. P. Wardlaw, H. W.
V/ells, H. W. O. Walker, Fegen, Baines, Setten, Rowe,
Miles mi.

SCHOOL v. CAN FORD.

Although this game on the Lower took place after a week of
impossible weather, the School side played very good open
football in the first half when playing against a very strong
wind. In this period of the game six tries were scored, but
after change of ends only one in spite of the following wind.
The reason for this was, prohably, that the bottom end of the
Lower was very wet indeed and it was not easy to run on.

Right from the start the School asserted their superiority, the
forwards getting the ball nearly every time. Both centres were
short of practice and several promising movements came to
nothing. Tries were scored, however, by Butterfield (3),
Bennett (2) and Lang.

After change of ends the School continued to attack, but
none of the movements achieved actual success for some time.
Indeed, the first try came from the visitors, who scored a good
try under the posts and converted it. Shortly after this the
School scored the best try of the match, Bennett making a dash
for the goal after four of the forwards had handled it; This
ended the scoring.

The form shown was quite satisfactory, and only went to
emphasise the fact that but for accidents there would have been
a really good second XV this year. The forwards were almost
the same throughout the season, but none of the outsides played
in more than half the matches, with the exception of Butterfield.
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School - W. E. H. Grayburn; Butterfield, P. S. Gomez,
Williams,]. N. P. Bennett; E.]. M. Lang,]. F. B. Carey;
E. L. P. Wardlaw, W. B. C. Campbell, 11. W. Wells, Fegen,
Dailies, nowe, Setten, Hogg.

3RD XV.

The 3rd. XV played four matches, of which the first, v.
Canford 2nd. XV, was won easily, while the other three v.
Y.M.C.A., Taunton (twice) and v. Bournemouth " A" were
all lost by fairly wide margins. The three defeats can all be
partly attributed to the superior weight and pace of our
opponents, but it must be admitted at the same time that the
tackling was very weak at times in all these games.

The forwards showed plenty of dash in the open, but they
often spoilt their work by failing to collar their man at the end
of the rush. The heeling, when a rush was checked, showed
some improvement during the term, but was never really
good: there was not sufficient effort made to hook for the
ball. The work in the set scrums was very fair, though the
front row was inclined to pack too high. Hogg did some good
work in defence, as well as often being prominent in rushes,
together with Watkin-Williams, Miles mi and Marks.

Behind the scrum Mead played very well and was always
dangerous in our opponents' "25": Smith and Hughes
shared the fly-half position and both did fairly well, though
the latter must learn to go down to the rushes better. Greig
on the wing always ran hard with few chances. Buttenshaw
was a reliable full-back. It should be mentioned that the back
division rarely got practice together owing to the large
number of injuries in teams above and the consequent need
for substitutes from the 3rd. XV.

The results of the matches were :-
v. Canford 2nd. XV Won, 25-8.

v. Y.M.C.A. Taunton Lost, 6-27.
v. Bournemouth' A' Lost, 0-17.

v. Y.M.C.A. Taunton Lost, 3-17.
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COLTS.

.The Colts had an eminently successful season, winning all
five matches, and scoring 204 points to 5. They were a well
balanced side, but were never fully extended, and their defence
was never tested severely.

The forwards were good in the loose-in the one match
in which conditions suited them-against Downside (away)
very good. Their work in the tight was fair only. Fenwick,
Ridout ii, and Moger were the outstanding forwards; all three
were genuine workers, and Ridout was up for many a scoring
pass. Behind the scrum Candler and Moyle were the main
spring of the attack. Candler got his backs moving quickly
and showed a good eye for an opening, and Moyle's strength and
pace compensated for a certain slowness in thinking. Mossman
was neat and intelligent but was apt to be left through lack
of pace. Both wings showed speed, and Robinson was
particularly dangerous near the line. Carey tert, at scrum half
was slow on his feet, but improved steadily throughout the
season, and his reverse pass particularly was good. The full
back was never seriously tested.

FORWARD. The chief weakness was a failure to finish off,
and slowness in getting in defence. Outside the scrum there
was a failure to cover one another in defence, particularly
when an attacking movement had broken down. Both wings
must learn to kick higher when kicking across. The whole
side had the spririt of attack, and were not afraid to try
experiments, and the majority should one day play for the
School.

The team was :-Fox tert; Green, Mossman, Moyle,
Robinson, Candler, Carey tert, Fenwick, Ridout mi., Messer,
Peter, Moger, Macaskill, Walker tert, Warne.
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[The Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirollrnian.

Dear Sir,
I must admit I was somewhat surprised to see the letters, in your last

number, complaining of the end-of-the-term entertainment. Now, sir,
there letters, I dare to say, are unjust criticism. I challenge the writer of
one of them to tell m., if he considers Margate sands an appropriate set for
Mr. St. John Hankin's play "A New \Ving at Elsinore" or "The Police
man's serenade." I maintain that these performances are appreciated by
the majority of the school, for whom they are got up. (I would remind the
"Five loyal sons of Sherborne" that these shows are not intended for 0.55.
-but for the schooll. The statement that "even the performers disliked
some of it" is typical of the aloof opposition to the entertaining efforts of
the school. It is by no means an easy thing to produce such an entertain
ment, and if only more members of the school would turn to and help in
these "shows." then and only then will a higher standard of production,
worthy of those in authority who work so very hard to organise them, be
attained. It is already well above Margate sands and the music hall-but
there is room for improvement .. ,

Floreat Shirburnia, as someone once said, and her informal enter
tainments.

Yours.
Across the footlights,

A PERFORMER.

Dear Sir,
In your last issue appeared two letters denouncing with an hyperbole of

vigour and unreason that most excellent of institutions, the Informal
Entertainment. Amid the stupendous mass of verbosity which, it is under
stood, flowed from the pens of " Five Loyal Sons of Shorborne" (God bless
them), not one vestige of an argument could one find to support their
unwonted indignation. Certain crass suppositions, absnrdly and blindly
posil1g as facts. are still waiting to be subjected to the treatment they deserve,
\Ve are informed that a "large and expectant audience were all agog to
imbibe and in wardlv digest a feast of luscious melody" -prove it, my Loyal
Sons, prove it. I should put the percentage of luscious melodists at ten, if
that. Very few of the school go in on the last night of the term to listen to
luscious melody: their excited hearts, bursting with happiness, they want
fun. \Vhether they get it or not is 'not for the enlightened minority to
decide: it is for the School, the majority of the audience. And whether
the" riotous cacophony of raucous sound" appealed to the majority or not
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can, J think, best be judged by the storm of applause which welcomed the
excellent efforts of the performers.

The other letter contained more reasoned argument and sound sense, but
again the interests of the majority of the School were iguored. After all,
the" many" do couut.

Yours, etc.,

BARNACLE BILL.

Sir,
Cannot the School take more part in the carol service?

Yours, etc.

A WEARY LISTENER.

AN OUTSPOKEN OPINION OF apRO BONO PUBLICO."

Dear Sir,
I wonder how many people must have thought as I did when I read the

last letter you published in your November number, "Who is this mentally
putrescent unpleasautness who dares to hurl his noisome opinions in our
teeth?" Let us hope heis not one of a type, and that such an objectionable
member of the community is quite unique. It is to the credit of the Editors
that they have exposed the presence among us of such a human blot. We
shall be the more prepared to deal with him, should he dare to reveal his
loathsome identity.

His attitude, presumably, is that of the high-minded conscientious
reformer. Obviously, he is, in reality, as petty as his subject a"d as smug
at the hackneyed pseudonym he uses. His words, his motives, his timid
semi-evasive phrases, all seem to point that he is not only hypercritical
but hypocritical.

His character is revealed in the quibbling, perverted outlook shown in
his letter. No doubt there are straw hats that need replacing; but usually
prefects can be relied upon to rectify such matters. If school and house
prefects neglect their duty, let ., Pro Bono Publico" drop this "what
business was it of ours" attitude, and either approach someone in authority
or else the actual offender? To take another of his points, I have had
ample opportunity of watching members of the one house that has to pass
through a few yards of street between house and tuckshop, and never have
I seen any mastication obnoxious or ostentatious enough to shock even
these queer people who are so rash as to "judge by externals."

Bnt the remarks about the school at matches infuriate me most. There
is nearly always a gap opposite the centre of the Pavilion where visitors can
easily pass through; when it is obstructed it is more often by parents and
other visitors than by boys. And what of these terrible and insulting
. objurgations at players." Here it is that the writer really sickens me.
He is clearly judging from afew solitary instances, and, besides, the sort of
things that are said are not meant, and anyone of sense should realise that
they are merely produced under the stress of exc;:itemellt, "Pro BonQ
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Publico," in fact, cannot distingnish one thing from another, and therefore
he jumps to the worst conclusions that occur to him, and shouts his
diseased ideas from the housetops. If he thinks he is anything more than
a self-righteous, querulous, half-hearted fool or hypocrite, let him write
once more and attempt to convince me that I am wrong; let him, moreover,
think of a more original pseudonym.

I am, Sir,
Yours, etc ,

IN FASTIDIUM.

Dear Sir,
I should just like to say that I heartily agree with" Pro Bono Publico's"

sentiments, even if I do not like the language he uses, The majority of
people, in fact, everybody I have so far met, dislike both the language and
the substance of his letter, Nay, sir, "dislikes" is too feeble a word. They
breathe curses and revilings against it, and are filled with wrath at the
presumption of this too critical critic. Which would seem to prove only
that the thrust has gone home. .• Cast out first the beam out of thine own
eye," is simple and homely advice, but it would seem none the less
necessary.

Iremain,
Yours, etc.,

A WILLING SPlInT.

Dear Sir,
l\Jay I enroach upon your valnable space to say how much I agree with

the substance of .. Pro Bono Publico's" letter. I t appears to be eminently
sound in every respect,

Yours,

PUBLICUS.

Sir,
I am aroused to lodge a protest against the extraordinarily futile letter of

one "\V," which appeared in the last number of The Shirbllrnian.
"w" says that too much space is allotted in The Shirbllrllian to Rugger

or Cricket news. He suggests that matches-other than First or Second
XV and XI matches-should receive no accounts. May I point out that
at present The Shirbllrui"n gives accounts only of the doings of the First
and Second teams, and of final honse matches.

Nevertheless, I am of the opinion that in'the future it would he a very
good thing to insert short accounts of all matches-as is the case with most
other school magazines. I am sure that Shirburnians and Old Shirburnians
are more interested ill accounts of games than ill much of the other contents.
of the paper,
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It used to be the custom to include in the correspondence only those
letters which concerned genuine questions about the school. Of late, how
ever, one cannot read through the correspondence without coming across
the foolish concoction of some would-be humorist, a concoction the absolute
puerility of which is seldom relieved by the slightest spark of humour.

If more space is needed in The Shirburnian for O.S. news and the
like-let the "Zip fasteners for Kangaroos" and the vagaries of" The
Indolent Candidate" be sacrificed, rather than accounts of the school games.
"Now that I am a man, I have put away childish things," wrote Saint
Paul. Let it be the editors' proud boast that they have done likewise.

I remain, Sir,
Yours, etc.,

ORA PRO NOBIS.

Sir,
It seems astonishing to me that the corps, which is presumably meant to

train us to look after our homes and defend Qur country in a time of national
emergency, should persist in teachiug us how to advance across Young's in
a vague arrowhead, while the intellectual side, the field training, is
practically neglected. \Vhy cannot we have some more field-days and
night operations? It may be argued th'!.t while day operations take up
valuable time, battles waged in the nocturnal hours consist in arousing
careless cows from their slumbers with a volley of "blanks" and oaths, and
catching cold in wayside ditches. If, then, such are forbidden (although
these arguments hardly hold water). why not hold an all-day field-day
once a term against some other school? We have often heard of the
rumoured field-day against Canford; when, Sir, will it come off?

Yours, etc.,

A CERTAIN CENTURION.

Sir,
I write to question the desirability of a school steeplechase, or at any

rate the system on which itis run, At present five representatives from each
house are entered, making in all some 40 entrants. But only three of these
from each house are counted. that is 16 boys run to no apparant purpose at
all, save to serve as laughing-stocks to the onlookers and to warm up the
cold and bored corpse-catcher. V,7hy not, if our sportsmen refuse to do
away with their futile race that brings pleasure to nobody, at least make
entries voluntary and not by houses? Cannot the all-important spirit of
house emulation Q<;' fQr once sacrificed?

Yours, etc.,

LATE ARRIVAL,
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Sir,
I had the experience of being present on Decemuer 8th, at a meeting of

the Debating Society for the first,and, believe me sir, the last time.
As well as a delightful informality, illiterate harangues, irrelevant state

ments and impudent questions were put by member after member amidst
chaotic disorder. And as a climax, I, sir, had oue of my utterances, which
I had at pains withdrawn, dragged forth, ·bandied in the commotion, and
hocus-pocussed in the summing up by the hon. proposer.

I am, sir, etc.,

M. B. HOLLOM.

Sir,
I feel bound to object in your most temperate columus to the behaviour

in the School Debating Society on December 8th, when I was present for
the first time and .,ncountered nothing but burlesque and disorder.

I sat and listened wide-eyed to tbe most obvious display of lack of self
control imaginable. Member after member, elated and giggling, stood up
and spoke utter nonsense to an audience in the same mood.

Is this not, sir, a deliberate abuse of the most engaging scholarly and
essentially cultural practice of debating, and totally unworthy of the
school?

I remain,
Yours faithfully,

CATO CENSOR,

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

\Ve acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions :-

Tlte AlleYllia1t
The Blzwdellian
The Brighton College

Magazine
The Canfordian
The Devo1/iatl
The El Batidor
The EtOIl College Chronicle
The Felstediatl
The Fettesian

The H aileyburiall
The Lancing College Magazi1le
The Lorretoniatl
The Marlburian
The Meteor
The Mill Hill Magazine
The Ousel
The Pauli1te
The TOllbridgiatl
The Wykehamist
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The School House (a).

James', Cnrteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's,
Parry-Jones' (h).

Tancock's, \iVilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's, Brown's (c).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's,

Macfarlane-Grieve's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (j).

Milford's, Ross's (g).
O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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